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Abstract 
In this paper, the effect of using a combination of multi-

skill and specialized agents on the performance of a call center 
is studied. An OPNET simulator for the call center has been 
designed, implemented, and verified. The designed simulator 
has the flexibility that facilitates comparison of different 
scenarios. The scenarios are mainly oriented toward finding 
the performance enhancement that could be gained by using a 
combination of multi-skill and specialized agents. As the usual 
case in such problems, there must be an optimum combination 
that results in the best performance for a lower cost. The 
designed simulator provides a very powerful and scalable tool 
that could be used to find such an optimum, and could be 
easily modified to support larger call centers. Some selected 
scenarios have been tested and the results introduced and 
analyzed. The result of our research concludes that the 
economies of scale could be obtained by cross training only a 
minor fraction of agents. 
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1. Introduction

A call center may be defined as a service unit where a group 
of agents handles a large volume of incoming telephone calls 
for the purpose of sales, services, or other specialized 
transactions. Typically, a call center consists of telephone trunk 
lines, a switching machine known as the automatic call 
distributor (ACD), a voice recording unit (VRU), and 
telephone sales agents. Customers usually dial a special 
number provided by the call center. If a trunk line is free the 
customer seizes it, otherwise the call is lost. A fraction of calls 
that do not receive service become retrials that attempt to 
reenter service. Once the trunk line is seized, the caller is 
instructed to choose among several options provided by the 
call center via the VRU. After completing the instructions at 
the VRU, the call is routed to an available agent. If all agents 
are busy, the call is queued at the ACD until one agent is free. 
Once the trunk line is seized and until the caller leaves the 
system, any other customer cannot use the seized trunk line. 
Besides, an agent can service one caller at a time. Moreover, a 
caller remains in the system until it gets the requested service 
from an agent.  

This work determines the behavior of a call center when an 
increase in size and in customer population occurs, which is 
the natural evolution for any real call center. The available 
choice is to use only specialized agents. With only specialized 
agents we cannot profit from the economies of scale that arise 
when we have only cross-trained agents [2]. On the other hand, 
a growth can also be translated into an increase in the number 
of services they can provide. In such case, having multiple 
skills is the rule, not the exception. The use of multi-skill 
agents provides the solution but on the expense of extra 
training and wages costs. In this work, we try to find a mid 
point between these two extremes by using a mixture of these 
two to provide the best that could be gained of their benefits. 
Specialized agents cost less in the sense of wages, training 
requirements, management becomes easier in certain aspects, 
and they provide scalability for the call center. On the other 
hand, multi-skill agents cost more, need more training, and are 
less efficient in each individual skill, but they provide more 
flexibility in dealing with different types of services required.  

2. Description of the Call Center   
The call center has three types of agents. The agents in 

each type have the ability to provide one, two, or three types of 
services. The call center is assumed to provide Banking (B), 
Insurance (I), and Travel (T) services. Each one of the three 
services has its own specialized software and database. The 
agents who provide more than one service need extra time to 
switch from one database to the other. The database switching 
time is assumed exactly 30 seconds. The calls arrive to the 
center with exponentially distributed inter-arrival time with 
mean 1/ . There are k trunk lines available. The VRU service 
time is assumed to be exponentially distributed with mean 1/µ. 

3. Performance Measures 

There are two performance measures to be evaluated: 
1. Quality of service: determined by the probability of 

blocking a customer (Pb), because of unavailability of 
trunks, and the average waiting time of a customer after 
dealing with the VRU till he talks to an agent. A 'good' 
quality of service is defined as having a low blocking 
probability, and a small average waiting time.  

2. Efficiency: measured by the agent’s utilization and total 
cost of all agents working in the call center based on their 
salaries.  The salary of an agent who provides only one 
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service is assumed p. The salary of an agent providing two 
and three types of services is 1.5p, and 2p respectively. 
The cross-training cost is a one-time cost, hence it is not 
considered. 

4. Queuing System Model 

The queuing system for the call center is shown in Figure 1. 
The trunk lines and the VRU unit can be modeled as a loose 
multi-server system (with no waiting room) with k servers, and 
independent and exponentially distributed service times. K acts 
as an upper bound on the number of calls that can be in the 
system, either waiting or being served, at one time. 

Figure 1: Queuing model for the call center. 

The ACD is modeled with three queues, one for each type of 
service requested. We assume that customers do not hang up 
(leave the system when they get impatient). All customers that 
wait will eventually be served. The service discipline is FIFO 
per customer type. The agents are modeled as servers, which 
are divided into six categories depending on their skill level. 
The service time of an agent (the talk time to an agent) is 
independent and exponentially distributed. The number of 
agents N <= k provides an upper bound on the number of calls 
that can be in service simultaneously. The type of service 
required is divided probabilistically with probabilities of 0.3, 
0.25, and 0.45 for B, I, and T services respectively. Finally, 
served customers may also return to the system. A state is 
characterized by the number of calls that are in process for 
each possible type/skill-group combination. The queuing 
system parameters of the simulated call center are summarized 
in Table 1. 
There are number of questions of interest related to skill-based 
routing. An important issue is the way in which skill-based 
routing is implemented. One policy is the probabilistic routing 
policy that assigns all different groups of agent with same 
probability that the next customer will be routed to it. 

Table 1. Parameters of the call center queuing model. 
Parameter Value Description 

N 15  Total number of agents  
k 20 Number of trunk lines 

1/  20  seconds Average inter-arrival time 
1/µ 60 seconds VRU average service time 

1/  B 5 minutes Banking average service time 
1/ I 6 minutes Insurance average service time 
1/ T 9 minutes Travel average service time 

Another policy is to route the call to the specialized agent 
group first. In this work, it is assumed that the first group to be 
considered when a customer requests a specific service is the 
group of specialized agents. If all of agents in the group are 
busy, the call will be routed to a group with two-skill agents 
that can provide the requested service. If all of those agents are 
also busy then and only then the call will be routed to a three-
skill group of agents. If all the three-skill agents are busy, the 
call has to wait in the queue. The assumption is plausible 
because the performance of the specialized agents is 
considerably better than that of the multi-skill agents, since 
they do not require database-switching time. In addition, the 
use of multi-skill agents in the system provides the system with 
the flexibility to cope with load fluctuation in one service or 
the other, using them first will make them unavailable for the 
other services when overload in the other services happens. 

5. OPNET Implementation  

The queuing model of Figure 1 is implemented using 
OPNET modeler. Figure 2 shows the OPNET node model used 
to simulate the call center under study.  

Figure 2. OPNET node model.  

A simple packet generator is used as a source to simulate the 
arrival of customers to the system. The attribute of this source 
can be easily modified to incorporate different arriving 
scenarios. A single multi server process with no waiting space 
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and k servers implements the trunks and VRU. An arriving call 
is simulated by a packet arrival to the system. Three passive 
queues are used to provide waiting space for the packets (the 
customers) depending on the three types of services. Three 
processors “dispatchers” are used to direct the customers 
(starting from the head of the queue) to the appropriate idle 
agents in order to be served. These dispatchers are designed in 
such a way to keep the strict FIFO policy through out the 
system. After a packet is served, it will be sent to a sink node 
to be destroyed (to simulate departure from the system) and the 
occupied resources will be freed again.  

The implemented simulator has the flexibility and scalability 
that make it capable of simulating a wide variety of scenarios 
by changing only few attributes in the attributes window of the 
required entity, (i.e., no code modification required). One of 
the attributes windows is shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3. Trunks_VRU node attributes window. 

6. Statistics and Calculations 

The following statistics are collected during the simulation: 
1. Waiting time of a customer in ACD unit. 
2. Total system response time (end-to-end delay). 
3. Agent’s utilization: percentage of time an agent is 

busy. 
4. Average number of customer waiting in ACD. 
5. Blocking probability: provided by the system as the 

number of customer rejected divided by the total 
number of customers arrived to the system. 

6. Cost: calculated depending on the agent’s salaries.   

7. System Verification 

A C++ program that solves the M/M/C and M/M/C/N 
queuing systems analytically has been implemented. It 

provides a practical way to compare the simulation results with 
that obtained analytically for verification purposes. Table 2 
shows some of theses cases we tested. One of the models used 
for validation is the M/M/15, which is implemented by making 
the VRU service time 0 and the number of trunks very large to 
prevent customers from being blocked. There is only one type 
of service in this scenario, and only banking agents with 
average service time of 300 seconds. The other model is the 
M/M/15/20 that has an inter-arrival time of 15 seconds, and a 
limited number of trunks of 20 that will result in some 
customers get blocked. Table 2 shows how close the observed 
results can be to the calculated ones. As shown, the error rate is 
less than 1% at most. Hence, we concluded that the simulator 
behavior is close enough to the assumed system behavior.   

Table 2. Verification results 

Scenario Parameter Analytic Simulation Error%

LQ 0.204 0.205 0.49 M/M/15
1/  = 30 sec., 
1/µ= 300 sec. 

WQ  (sec) 6.122 6.15 0.46 

LQ 2.877 2.9 0.8 

WQ (sec) 58.74 59 0.44 

M/M/15/20 

1/  = 15 sec., 
1/µ =300 sec. PBlocking 0.265 0.266 0.37 

8. Simulation Results 
Table 3 defines different scenarios depending on the number of 
agents in each category. The symbols B, I, and T refer to the 
number of agents in B, I, and T groups respectively. BI, IT, 
and BIT refer to cross-trained agents of two or all of these 
services 

8.1. Comparison and Interpretation 

Specialized agents cost less in the sense of wages, training 
requirements, management becomes easier in certain aspects, 
and they provide scalability. On the other hand, multi skill 
agents cost more, need more training, and are less efficient in 
each individual skill, but they provide more flexibility in 
dealing with different types of services required. Having only 
generalist (e.g., scenario 1 in Table 3) is only good for very 
small call centers. The advantage is having more flexibility that 
leads to a small waiting time. The disadvantage is that higher 
cost has to be paid. On the other hand, having only specialized 
agents will have the worst waiting time and the largest number 
of waiting calls. This means that more customers have to wait 
for longer time. However, it results in the lowest salary cost. 
An intermediate solution with specialists and generalists and 
some form of flexible task assignment is usually the best 
solution (e.g., scenario 4). From a customer perspective, 
having only multi-skill agents (e.g., scenario 1) is the best as it 
results in the lowest waiting time (0.248 seconds  
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Table 3: Results collected from the simulator for different scenarios. 

Scenario No. of agents in 
B,I,T,BI,IT, and BIT 

Average 
waiting 

time (sec) 

Agent 
utilization 

Average 
number of 

waiting calls 

Blocking 
Probability Cost 

1 0,0,0,0,0,15 0.248 0.8 0.506 0.445 30 p 
2 5,3,7,0,0,0 211.59 0.77 5.36 0.451 15 p 
3 1,1,1,3,3,6 0.7 0.655 0.51 0.471 24 p 
4 4,4,4,1,1,1 1.44 0.4 0.525 0.7 17 p 
5 2,2,2,1,1,7 0.6 0.65 0.51 0.51 23 p 
6 3,3,3,0,0,6 0.52 0.58 0.51 0.57 21 p 
7 0,0,0,7,8,0 103.5 0.78 3.6 0.315 22.5 p 

in this example). This is because the multi-skill agents could 
deal with all different service types requested so no customer 
will wait for a special kind of agent. From the call center 
manager’s perspective having only specialized agents (e.g., 
scenario 2) is the best as it costs the lowest (15p). Note that the 
blocking probability does not change tremendously when 
switching between these extreme scenarios. This is because the 
blocking probability is more associated with the total number 
of trunks and agents irrespective of their type in the cases we 
tested. 

The average number of waiting calls in scenario 2 is more 
than five even though the largest number of calls that can enter 
the system at a time is 20, and the number of agents in the 
system is 15. The reason is that in scenario 2 the system has 
only specialized agents whom some of them will be idle. Those 
idle agents cannot serve customers who require a service 
different from the service that the idle agents provide. This can 
result in many idle agents even when some queues are full of 
customers. This is where multi-skill agents become handy. 
They can move from one service type to the other to adapt the 
system to the dynamic load variation. This is why the other 
scenarios did not experience this phenomenon. In addition, a 
small amount of multiple skills (e.g., scenario 4) produces 
almost the same performance as if all agents had all skills 
(scenario 1) with much lower cost. Therefore, the conclusion is 
that the economies of scale could be obtained by cross training 
only a minor fraction of the agents 

9. Conclusions

The simulator has been verified and a maximum error of 
0.8% was obtained. The tested scenarios show that the use of 
only specialized agents results in more waiting calls and very 
large average waiting time; however, it costs less in terms of 
salaries. The quality of service deteriorates and more agents  

will be needed to overcome this deterioration. On the other 
hand, the use of all multi-skill agents enhances the overall 
service quality and increases the agent’s utilization. However, 
the overall cost also increases. 

 Better performance can be achieved by using a combination 
of specialized and multi-skill agents. Using only a small 
fraction of multi-skill agents can do the trick. This means that 
the call center management can plan for growth by only cross 
training a minor fraction of their agents. The initial and long-
term cost of the call center expansion will be less in this sense. 
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